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Abstract
For a strong Feller and irreducible Markov semigroup on a locally compact Polish space, the Harnack-
type inequality (1.1) holds if and only if the semigroup has a unique invariant probability measure and is
ultracontractive. Moreover, new sufficient conditions for this inequality to hold, as well as upper bound
estimates of the underlying constant, are presented for diffusion semigroups on Riemannian manifolds.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let (E,ρ) be a locally compact Polish space and Pt a strong Feller Markov semigroup on E.
Let Pt (x,dy) be the corresponding transition probability kernel. Assume that Pt is irreducible in
the following sense:
(A) Pt (x,G) > 0 for any t > 0, x ∈ E and non-empty open set G ⊂ E.
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298 F.-Y. Wang / Journal of Functional Analysis 239 (2006) 297–309We intend to study the following Harnack-type inequality for Pt :
sup
E
Ptf  C(t) inf
E
Ptf, t > 0, f ∈M+, (1.1)
where C : (0,∞) → (0,∞) is a function andM+ is the set of all non-negative measurable func-
tions on E. We call (1.1) a Harnack-type inequality. See, e.g., [2,11,14] for the classical form of
parabolic Harnack inequalities.
In particular, if Pt has a reversible invariant probability measure μ of full support such that the
resolvent of Pt is compact in L2(μ), then [6, Theorem 3.2] implies that (1.1) holds for some C
if and only if Pt is ultracontractive, i.e. ‖Pt‖1→∞ < ∞ for any t > 0. Here and in what follows,
‖ · ‖p→q is the operator norm from Lp(μ) to Lq(μ), p,q  1. In general, this assertion is now
strengthened as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that Pt is strong Feller and satisfies (A). Then (1.1) holds for some C if
and only if Pt has a unique invariant probability measure and is ultracontractive. More precisely:
(1) If (1.1) holds then Pt has a unique invariant probability measure μ and a density pt (x, y)
with respect to μ satisfying
1
C(t)
 pt(x, y) C(t), t > 0, x, y ∈ E. (1.2)
(2) If Pt has an invariant probability measure μ and is ultracontractive, then it has a density pt
with respect to μ such that
0 <
1
2
δt  pt (x, y) ‖Pt‖1→∞ < ∞, t > 0, x, y ∈ E, (1.3)
where
δt := sup
{
λ > 0: (μ ×μ)(pt/3 > λ) 1 − 12‖Pt/3‖21→∞
}
> 0, t > 0.
In particular, (1.1) holds for C(t) := 2‖Pt‖1→∞/δt , t > 0.
Next, we study the Harnack-type inequality (1.1) for diffusion semigroups on Riemannian
manifold. Let M be a noncompact connected complete Riemannian manifold. Recall that positive
solutions to a differential equation on M is said to satisfy the (local) Harnack inequality, if for
any bounded domain D there exists a constant C(D) such that
sup
D
uC(D) inf
D
u (1.4)
holds for all positive solutions u.
We remark that (1.4) fails even for the heat equation on Rd (see [1,13,15] for weaker versions).
On the other hand, according to Theorem 1.1, (1.1) does hold for a class of non-symmetric
diffusion semigroups. So, in this paper, we aim to estimate the function C in (1.1) for diffusion
semigroups on M by using curvature lower bounds and the concentration of invariant measures.
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Recall that the curvature of Pt (or L) is said to be bounded below by −K ∈ R, if
Ric(X,X)− 〈∇XZ,X〉−K|X|2, X ∈ TM. (1.5)
Theorem 1.2. Assume (1.5) for some K ∈ R and that Pt has an invariant probability measure μ.
If Pt is ultracontractive then (1.1) holds for
C(t) := ‖Pt/4‖31→∞μ
(
e2Kρ
2
o/(1−e−Kt ))2 < ∞, t > 0,
where ρo := ρ(o, ·) is the Riemannian distance function to an arbitrary fixed point o ∈ M,
and μ(·) denotes the integral of a function with respect to μ.
According to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, one may apply known results on ultracontractivity to
the Harnack-type inequality (1.1). For instances, sufficient conditions for ultracontractivity are
derived in [6] by using Gross’ log-Sobolev inequalities [8], in [4] by using Nash type inequali-
ties, and in [16,17] by using super Poincaré inequalities. Moreover, [12, Theorem 2.3] says that
under (1.5) Pt is ultracontractive if and only if Pteλρ2o is bounded for any λ, t > 0. Below we
present two new results for the ultracontractivity and (1.1) by using concentration of μ and cur-
vature lower bounds along geodesics, where in the second situation unbounded below curvatures
are also allowed.
Theorem 1.3. In the situation of Theorem 1.2. Let ϕ ∈ C((0,∞)) be strictly positive such that
r−1ϕ(r) ↑ ∞ as r ↑ ∞ and
ψ(t) :=
∞∫
t
ϕ−1(r)
r2
dr < ∞, t > 0. (1.6)
If
μ
(
eϕ(ρ
2
o )
)
< ∞ (1.7)
then there exist two constants c > 0 and ε ∈ (0,1) such that
‖Pt‖1→∞  ec(1+ψ−1(εt)), t > 0. (1.8)
Consequently, (1.1) holds for
C(t) := ec(1+ψ−1(εt)) sup
s>0
{
c
(
1 + t−1)s − ϕ(s)}
for some (possibly different) c > 0 and ε ∈ (0,1).
We remark that in Theorem 1.3 the inverse functions ϕ−1 and ψ−1 exist on (0,∞).
Indeed, since r−1ϕ(r) ↑ ∞ as r ↑ ∞, the function ϕ is strictly increasing and ϕ(∞) :=
limr→∞ ϕ(r) = ∞, ϕ(0) := limr→0 ϕ(r) = 0. Moreover, ψ is strictly decreasing with ψ(∞) = 0.
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monotonicity of r−1ϕ(r) implies ϕ−1(r) c0r for some c0 > 0 and all r ∈ (0,1).
To state the last result, let k ∈ C(M) be such that
Ric(X,X)− 〈∇XZ,X〉 k(x)|X|2, x ∈ M, X ∈ TxM. (1.9)
Theorem 1.4. Let k ∈ C(M) satisfy (1.9). Let γ ∈ C((0,∞)) be strictly positive and c > 0 be a
constant such that
γ ◦ ρ(x, y) c +
ρ(x,y)∫
0
k(ls)ds, x /∈ cut(y), (1.10)
where ρ(x, y) is the Riemannian distance between x and y, and ls is the minimal geodesic from x
to y. If
U(r) :=
∞∫
r
ds
γ (s)
< ∞, r > 0, (1.11)
then there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that
sup(Ptf )2  exp
[
c1
(
1 +U−1(t/2)2/t)] infPtf 2, t > 0, f ∈M+. (1.12)
If, moreover, Pt is symmetric in L2(μ) for a probability measure μ, then (1.1) holds for
C(t) := exp[c2(1 +U−1(t/8)2/t)], t > 0,
for some constant c2 > 0.
Finally, we present below some concrete examples to illustrate Theorems 1.2–1.4. We note
that when M = Rd and Z = ∇V for some V ∈ C2(Rd), the ultracontractivity was investigated
carefully in [9]. For instance, when M = Rd , Example 1.1(1) follows also from [9, Example 5.4].
Since this paper is devoted to the Riemannian manifold setting, in the following example we
make use of the above mentioned curvature conditions.
Example 1.1. (1) Assume that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below. Consider Z := −c∇ρδo
for some c > 0 and δ > 2. Then Pt is symmetric with respect to dμ := e−cρδo dx. By [16,
Corollary 5.2] we have ‖Pt‖1→∞  exp[λ(1 + t−δ/(δ−2))] for some λ > 0 and all t > 0. If,
moreover, Ric−cHessρδo is bounded below, which is the case when M is a Cartan–Hadamard
manifold, then by Theorem 1.2 there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that (1.1) holds for C(t) :=
exp[c1(1 + t−δ/(δ−2))]. This follows since for any λ > 0 there exists c(λ) > 0 such that
λ
t
ρ2o −
c
2
ρδo  c(λ)t−δ/(δ−2)
holds for 0 < t  1.
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then conditions in Theorem 1.3 hold for ϕ(r) := crδ/2. Therefore, it is easy to see from Theo-
rem 1.3 that (1.1) holds for C(t) := exp[c1(1 + t−δ/(δ−2))] for some constant c1 > 0.
(3) Let Z := ∇V for some V ∈ C2 with ∫
M
eV dx < ∞. In the situation of Theorem 1.4
if γ (r) = c1r1+ε for some c1, ε > 0, then (1.1) holds for C(t) := exp[c2(1 + t−(2+ε)/ε)] for
some c2 > 0. It is the case if
k(x) c3ρo(x)ε − k˜(x) (1.13)
for some constant c3 > 0 and k˜ ∈ C(M) such that integrals of k˜ along minimal geodesics are
bounded above. Indeed, for any x, y ∈ M with ρ(x, y) := r > 0, let l : [0, r] → M be the minimal
geodesic from x to y. Let s0 ∈ [0, r] such that ρo(ls0) = mins∈[0,r] ρo(ls).
(a) If ρo(ls0) r4 then (1.13) implies
r∫
0
k(ls)ds  c3
r∫
0
ρo(ls)
ε ds − c c3
4ε
r1+ε − c,
where c > 0 is the upper bound of integrals of k˜ along minimal geodesics.
(b) Let ρo(ls0) r4 . Without loss of generality, assume s0  r2 . Then
ρo(ls) (s − s0)+ − r4  s −
3r
4
, s  3r
4
.
Thus,
r∫
0
k(ls)ds  c2
r∫
0
ρo(ls)
ε − c c3
r∫
3r/4
(
s − 3r
4
)ε
ds − c = c1r1+ε − c,
where c1 > 0 is a constant.
Therefore, in conclusion, (1.13) implies (1.10) for γ (r) = c1r1+ε for some c1 > 0.
Complete proofs are presented in Section 2 for the first three theorems. Since our proof of
Theorem 1.4 is heavily based on stochastic differential equations on manifolds, it is far from
the subject of functional analysis. On the other hand, however, it might be better to include the
proof for readers’ convenience. So, we put the proof of Theorem 1.4 as Appendix A for readers’
reference.
2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (1) We first prove that Pt has an invariant probability measure μ. Let us
fix a point o ∈ E. Since P1(o, ·) is a probability measure and E is locally compact, there exists
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a compact function if {W  r} is compact for any r  0. By (1.1) we have
Pt+1W(o) :=
∫
E
W(x)Pt+1(o,dx) = Pt (P1W)(o) C(1)P1W(o) =: δ2 < ∞, t  0.
Therefore, the sequence {μn: n 1} given by
μn := 1
n
n+1∫
1
Pt (o, ·)dt, n 1,
is tight and hence, has a subsequence converging weakly to some probability measure μ. By the
semigroup property of Pt we have μPt = μ for any t > 0.
Next, to prove the uniqueness of invariant probability measures, we only have to verify that all
bounded Pt -harmonic functions are constant (cf. [5] and references therein). Let f be bounded
such that f = Ptf for any t > 0. By the strong Feller property, we have f ∈ Cb(E). If δ :=
supf − inff > 0, then we may take ε > 0 and x ∈ E such that f |B(x,ε)  supf − δ/2, where
B(x, ε) is the open ball at x with radius ε. By (A) and (1.1) there exists t > 0 such that
δ′ := infPt
(·,B(x, ε)) C(t)−1Pt(x,B(x, ε))> 0.
Then
f (y) =
∫
E
f (z)Pt (y,dz) (inff )Pt
(
y,B(x, ε)c
)+(supf − δ
2
)
Pt
(
y,B(x, ε)
)
 inf
s∈[δ′,1]
{
(inff )(1 − s)+
(
supf − δ
2
)
s
}
= min
{
(1 − δ′)(inff )+
(
supf − δ
2
)
δ′,
(
supf − δ
2
)}
, y ∈ E.
This implies inff  supf − δ/2 which is impossible. Therefore, f has to be constant.
Finally, since μ is an invariant probability measure, (1.1) implies ‖Pt‖1→∞  C(t) so that Pt
has a transition density pt (x, y) satisfying pt  C(t), t > 0. Moreover, for any f ∈M+ with
μ(f ) = 1, (1.1) implies
C(t)
∫
E
pt (x, y)f (y)μ(dy) supPtf  1.
Thus, pt (x, ·) 1/C(t) holds μ-a.e. so that max{pt ,1/C(t)} is once again a density of Pt with
respect to μ and satisfies (1.2).
(2) We now prove the second assertion. By the ultracontractivity, Pt has a density pt (x, y)
with respect to μ such that supE×E pt  ‖Pt‖1→∞ < ∞. We claim that for any t > 0, pt > 0
holds (μ ×μ)-a.e. Indeed, for fixed x ∈ E, let
A := {y ∈ E: pt (x, y) = 0}.
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0 = Pt1A(x) = Pt/2(Pt/21A)(x). (2.1)
Since Pt is strong Feller, Pt/21A is continuous. Thus, (2.1) and (A) implies that Pt/21A ≡ 0.
Therefore, μ(A) = μ(Pt/21A) = 0. This implies (μ ×μ)(pt = 0) = 0, t > 0.
Next, by the ultracontractivity and that ‖Pt/3‖1→∞  1,
1
2
 ε := 1 − 1
2‖Pt/3‖21→∞
< 1.
Since pt/3 > 0 holds (μ×μ)-a.e., one has δt := sup{λ > 0: (μ×μ)(pt/3 > λ) ε} > 0. Letting
Kt :=
{
(x, y) ∈ E ×E: pt/3(x, y) δt
}
,
we obtain (μ ×μ)(Kt ) ε  1/2. Then, for any f ∈M+ with μ(f ) = 1,
∫
Kct
pt/3(x, z1)Pt/3f (z2)μ(dz1)μ(dz2) ‖Pt/3‖21→∞(μ×μ)
(
Kct
)
 1
2
.
Thus,
∫
Kt
pt/3(x, z1)Pt/3f (z2)μ(dz1)μ(dz2) = 1 −
∫
Kct
pt/3(x, z1)Pt/3f (z2)μ(dz1)μ(dz2)
1
2
.
This implies
Ptf (x)
∫
Kt
pt/3(x, z1)pt/3(z1, z2)Pt/3f (z2)μ(dz1)μ(dz2)
 δt
∫
Kt
pt/3(x, z1)Pt/3f (z2)μ(dz1)μ(dz2)
δt
2
.
Therefore, for any x ∈ E one has pt(x, ·)  δt/2 μ-a.e. Thus, one may replace pt by
max{pt , δt /2} so that (1.3) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By first considering f ∧ n then letting n → ∞, we only have to prove
for bounded functions. Moreover, by the strong Feller property (cf. [3]), we may assume that
f is continuous. So, by taking g(s) := e−Ks in [15, Lemma 2.1], which also holds for the non-
symmetric case, we obtain
(
Ptf (x)
)2  (Ptf 2(y)) exp
[
Kρ(x, y)2
−2Kt
]

(
Ptf
2(y)
)
exp
[
2K(ρo(x)2 + ρo(y)2)
−2Kt
]
. (2.2)1 − e 1 − e
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Applying (2.2) to (xs, ys) we arrive at
(Ptf )
2(xs) exp
[
−2Kρo(ys)
2
1 − e−2Kt
]

(
Ptf
2)(ys) exp
[
2Kρo(xs)2
1 − e−2Kt
]
.
Taking expectations to both sides and make use of the independence, we obtain
(
Ps(Ptf )
2(x)
)
E exp
[
−2Kρo(ys)
2
1 − e−2Kt
]

(
Pt+sf 2(y)
)
E exp
[
2Kρo(xs)2
1 − e−2Kt
]
 ‖Ps‖1→∞μ
(
e2Kρ
2
o/(1−e−2Kt ))Pt+sf 2(y). (2.3)
Since by Jensen’s inequality
E exp
[
−2Kρo(ys)
2
1 − e−2Kt
]

{
E exp
[
2Kρo(ys)2
1 − e−2Kt
]}−1

{‖Ps‖1→∞μ(e2Kρ2o/(1−e−2Kt ))}−1,
(2.3) implies
(Pt+sf )2(x) ‖Ps‖21→∞μ
(
e2Kρ
2
o/(1−e−2Kt ))2Pt+sf 2(y), x, y ∈ M, s, t > 0.
Therefore, for any t > 0 and non-negative f with μ(f ) = 1,
(Ptf )
2(x) = (P3t/4(Pt/4f ))2(x) ‖Pt/4‖21→∞μ(e2Kρ2o/(1−e−Kt ))2P3t/4(Pt/4f )2(y)
 ‖Pt/4‖31→∞μ
(
e2Kρ
2
o/(1−e−Kt ))2Ptf (y), x, y ∈ M.
Since
supPtf  μ(Ptf ) = μ(f ) = 1,
we conclude that
‖Pt/4‖31→∞μ
(
e2Kρ
2
o/(1−e−Kt ))2 infPtf  sup(Ptf )2  supPtf.
Since by [12, Theorem 2.3] and the ultracontractivity one has μ(eλρ2o ) < ∞ for any λ > 0, this
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By (2.2), there exists a constant c1  ϕ(1) + 1 depending only on the
lower bound of Ric−∇Z such that
(Ptf )
4(x) ec1(1+t−1)ρo(x)2 , x ∈ M, t > 0, μ(f 2)= 1.
This implies
‖Pt‖42→4  μ
(
ec1(1+t−1)ρ2o
)
, t > 0. (2.4)
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α(t) := sup
s>0
{
c1
(
1 + t−1)s − ϕ(s)}, t > 0,
we obtain
c1
(
1 + t−1)s  ϕ(s) + α(t), s  0.
Combining this with (2.4) and (1.7) that c2 := μ(eϕ(ρ2o )) < ∞, we arrive at
‖Pt‖42→4  c2eα(t), t > 0. (2.5)
Since Ric−∇Z is bounded below, by [12, Theorem 2.1] there exists a constant c′ > 0 such that
μ
(
f 2 logf 2
)
 c′tμ
(|∇f |2)+ c′α(t), t ∈ (0,1], μ(f 2)= 1.
Since c1  ξ(1) + 1 implies infα  1, we obtain
μ
(
f 2 logf 2
)
 c3tμ
(|∇f |2)+ c3α(t), t > 0, μ(f 2)= 1, (2.6)
for c3 := c′α(1). If Pt is symmetric, one may try to derive the ultracontractivity from (2.6)
directly according to [6]. To treat also the non-symmetric case, we reduce (2.6) to the super
Poincaré inequality introduced in [16].
For any R > 0, we have
s log s2 
(
c3α(t)+ R
)
s − (c3α(t)+ R − 1)e(c3α(t)+R−1)/2, s, t > 0.
Then (2.6) implies
1 = μ(f 2) c3t
R
μ
(|∇f |2)+ c3α(t)+R − 1
R
e(c3α(t)+R−1)/2μ
(|f |)
 c3t
R
μ
(|∇f |2)+ 1
2
+ (c3α(t)+ R − 1)
2
2R2
ec3α(t)+R−1μ
(|f |)2.
Taking R = c3α(t) we arrive at
μ
(
f 2
)
 t
α(t)
μ
(|∇f |2)+ c4ec4α(t)μ(|f |)2, t > 0,
for some constant c4 > 0. Letting θ(t) := t/α(t) which is strictly increasing in t > 0, we obtain
μ
(
f 2
)
 rμ
(|∇f |2)+ β(r)μ(|f |)2, r > 0, (2.7)
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verify
Ψ (t) :=
∞∫
t
β−1(r)
r
dr = c4
∞∫
t
α−1(c−14 log(r/c4))
r log(r/c4)
dr < ∞, t > r0 := c4 inf ec4α◦θ−1 . (2.8)
Since α(t) ↑ ∞ as t ↓ 0, there exists r1  r0 such that α−1(c−14 log(r/c4))  1 for all r  r1.
Then
α−1
(
c−14 log(r/c4)
) := inf{t > 0: α(t) c−14 log(r/c4)}
 inf
{
t > 0: sup
s>0
{
2c1st−1 − ϕ(s)
}
 c−14 log(r/c4)
}
= sup
s>0
2c1s
c−14 log(r/c4)+ ϕ(s)
, r  r1. (2.9)
Noting that s → 1/s is decreasing while s → ϕ(s)/s is increasing, we have
inf
s>0
{
c−14 log(r/c4)
s
+ ϕ(s)
s
}

c−14 log(r/c4)
ϕ−1(c−14 log(r/c4))
.
Combining this with (2.9) we obtain
α−1
(
c−14 log(r/c4)
)

2c1c4ϕ−1(c−14 log(r/c4))
log(r/c4)
, r  r1.
Therefore, there exists a sufficiently large number t0 > 0 such that
Ψ (t)
∞∫
t
2c1c4ϕ−1(c−14 log(r/c4))
r[log(r/c4)]2 dr = 2c1ψ
(
c−14 log(t/c4)
)
, t  t0.
This and (1.6) imply (2.8). Furthermore, (1.8) follows from [17, Theorem 4.4] (or [16, Theo-
rem 5.1] in the symmetric case), and the assertion on (1.1) is then due to Theorem 1.2. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1.4
To prove (1.12), we make use of the coupling by parallel transportation as in [1]. For given
x = y, let
dxt =
√
2Φt ◦ dBt + Z(xt )dt, x0 = x,
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bundle O(M):
dΦt = HΦt ◦ dxt , Φ0 ∈ Ox(M).
Then it is well known that xt is the L-diffusion process starting from x.
To make use of the Girsanov theorem, we reformulate the above equation using the Itô differ-
ential dI (cf. [7]):
dI xt =
√
2Φt dBt + Z(xt )dt,
where in local coordinates
dI xit = dxit +
1
2
Γ kij (xt )d
[
xi, xj
]
t
.
To construct another process starting from y and meeting xt before a given time T > 0, we make
use of the coupling by transportation and the Girsanov transformation as follows. For simplicity
and due to an approximation argument in [1, Section 3], we may and will assume that M does
not have cut-locus. For any two points x1, x2 ∈ M , let Px1,x2 :Tx1M → Tx2M be the parallel
transportation along the minimal geodesic from x1 to x2. In particular, Px,x = I , x ∈ M . Let us
consider the equation
dI yt =
√
2Pxt ,yt Φt dBt + Z(yt )dt + 1{tτ }
(
c + 2U−1(T /2)/T )n(yt , xt )dt, y0 = y,
where n(yt , xt ) is the unit vector at yt of the minimal geodesic from yt to xt , and τ := inf{t  0:
xt = yt }. Since both Px,y and n(x, y) are smooth outside the diagonal, this equation has a
unique solution. Moreover, one has yt = xt for t  τ . By Itô’s formula as in [1, (2.3)] (due to
[10, Theorem 2 and (2.5)]), we have
dρ(xt , yt )
{
IZ(xt , yt )− c − 2U−1(T /2)/T
}
1{tτ } dt, (A.1)
where
IZ(xt , yt ) :=
d−1∑
i=1
ρ(xt ,yt )∫
0
(|∇l˙Ji |2 − 〈R(l˙, Ji)l˙, Ji 〉)s ds +Zρ(·, yt )(xt )+ Zρ(xt , ·)(yt )
for R the Riemann curvature tensor, l˙ the tangent vector of the minimal geodesic
l : [0, ρ(xt , yt )] → M from xt to yt , and {Ji}d−1i=1 the Jacobi fields along ls which, together with l˙,
consist of an orthonormal basis of tangent spaces at xt and yt with
Ji
(
ρ(xt , yt )
)= P(xt , yt )Ji(0), i = 1, . . . , d − 1.
By the index lemma and using parallel transformations of {Ji(0)} in place of {Ji}, we obtain
dρ(xt , yt )−
{ ρ(xt ,yt )∫
k(ls)ds + c + 2U−1(T /2)/T
}
1{tτ } dt.
0
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dρ(xt , yt )−
{
γ ◦ ρ(xt , yt )+ 2U−1(T /2)/T
}
1{tτ } dt. (A.2)
In particular, the inequality dρ(xt , yt )−ρ ◦ ρ(xt , yt )1{tτ } dt implies
−T
2
∧ τ −
ρ(x,y)∫
ρ(x(T /2)∧τ ,y(T /2)∧τ )
ds
γ (s)
−U ◦ ρ(x(T /2)∧τ , y(T /2)∧τ ).
Since ρ(xt , yt ) = 0 for t  τ , it follows that
ρ(xT/2, yT/2)U−1(T /2).
Combining this with the inequality dρ(xt , yt )  −[2U−1(T /2)/T ]1{tτ } dt implied by (A.2),
we arrive at
ρ(xT , yT )U−1(T /2) −U−1(T /2) = 0, if T  τ.
So, τ  T and hence, ρ(xT , yT ) = 0.
To apply the Girsanov theorem, let
RT := exp
[
1√
2
T∧τ∫
0
〈
Pxt ,yt Φt dBt ,
(
c + 2U−1(T /2)/T )n(yt , xt )〉dt
− 1
4
T∧τ∫
0
{
c + 2U
−1(T /2)
T
}2
dt
]
.
We conclude that (yt )t∈[0,T ] is the L-diffusion process under RT P. Since xT = yT , we have
PT f (y) = E
[
f (yT )RT
]= E[f (xT )RT ] (PT f 2(x))1/2(ER2T )1/2.
This implies (1.12) for some constant c1 > 0 since T > 0 is arbitrary.
Finally, if Pt is symmetric with respect to μ, then (1.12) implies
‖Pt‖21→2 = ‖Pt‖22→∞  exp
[
c1
(
1 + U−1(t/2)2/t)], t > 0.
Hence,
‖Pt‖1→∞  ‖Pt/2‖1→2‖Pt/2‖2→∞  exp
[
4c1
(
1 +U−1(t/4)2/t)], t > 0. (A.3)
Thus, for any f  0 with μ(f ) = 1, it follows from (1.12) and (A.3) that
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2(x) exp
[
4c1
(
1 +U−1(t/4)2/t)]Pt/2(Pt/2f )2(y)
 exp
[
c2
(
1 +U−1(t/8)2/t)]Pt/2(Pt/2f )(y)
= exp[c2(1 +U−1(t/8)2/t)]Ptf (y), t > 0, x, y ∈ M,
for some constant c2 > 0. Since supPtf  μ(f ) = 1, this implies (1.1) for the claimed func-
tion C(t).
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